The reporting tool for your whole organization.

Why do 50,000 business people around
the globe use Jet Reports?

Flexible and Nimble.

Jet Reports lets you create stunning reports with all the rich
functionality of Excel — from charts to Pivot Tables to Sparklines.
And because you can quickly merge data from multiple locations
you end up with a single, well-formatted, insightful report.

Real Time Link to Your Company Data.

Jet Reports connects Excel directly to all your business systems,
including: Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Microsoft Dynamics GP,
Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Microsoft SQL, Microsoft Access and
more. There is no need for time consuming and error-prone data
entry every time you need to update information in a report. With
Jet Reports you can simply refresh a report to get an up-to-theminute understanding of your business situation.

Easy and Affordable.

Jet Reports gives you great value at low cost — immediately
helping you realize a strong return on your investment. More
importantly, you and your entire organization have the reporting
solution you need.

Jet Reports makes scheduling and
distributing reports easy.

Timely and Automatic.

Jet Reports can automatically update and distribute your business
reports on a daily, weekly or monthly basis — streamlining your
reporting process. No more missed deadlines or untimely data,
just the right report at the right time.

Instant Access to More Data.

Every piece of data in your business system is accessible —
including all tables, fields, flow fields and dimensions. With Jet
Reports you can consolidate information across companies or
across databases. With just one click you can see the underlying
data behind the values in your report — providing the knowledge
you and your people need to make smart, well informed
decisions.

Powerful and Familiar.

Jet Reports is all Excel — so if you know Excel, you’ll love Jet
Reports. There’s no time-intensive learning curve, no running to
data warehousing or IT to program your report, no cutting and
pasting — just easy, impactful business reporting you create right
in Excel.

The Jet Reports Scheduler feature automates reporting
processes. Reports can be distributed as PDF, Excel or
Web page files on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

Management can…

Sales can…

View key performance metrics across all areas of the
organization in real time.

Create a sales forecast calendar that tracks sales on a monthly
basis, with budget projections for future sales.

Access all of your business data to make smart, informed
business decisions.

Identify sales trends by item, customer, region, sales person or
any other dimension.

Finance can…

And everyone can…

Have financial reports automatically run and be distributed
on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

Use simple formulas in Excel to create high-impact reports with
no programming experience required.

Drill down into any value in a report to see the underlying
data.

What companies are saying about Jet Reports...
“Using Jet Reports has changed the way BMW dealers do business. It gives them fast, accurate sales data when
they need it, and allows them to make informed decisions that are crucial to their success.”
— Eric Annot, Business Consultant, BMW Belgium

“In the current market, cash is king and frequent cash flow analyses are essential. Jet Reports allows us to stay on
top of AR and AP.”
— Jay Byington, Senior Financial Analyst, ProVest

“We’re able to use Jet Reports to do a reconciliation between Navision and the downloaded corporate actions
published by the London Stock Exchange — and thanks to Jet Reports, all of that happens in Excel, which
simplifies everything.”
— Neil Clayton, Solutions Architect, Suffolk Life

“We are able to make better decisions thanks to Jet Reports. I would recommend it to anyone — it is very cost
effective and the benefits are endless.”
—Natasha Pijuan, Southern Specialties

“Within the Minit Group organization, we’re handling a massive database. Our goal is to quickly produce reports on
this database within 10 to 20 minutes. With Jet Reports, we can do this!”
— Philippe Barbry, Minit

Contact us today and find out why business managers from more than 80 countries
rely on Jet Reports every day.
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